This paper presents some methods of representing canonical commutation relations in terms of hypernite-dimensional matrices, which are constructed by nonstandard analysis. The rst method uses representations of a nonstandard extension of nite Heisenberg group, called hypernite Heisenberg group. The second is based on hypernite-dimensional representations of so(3). Then, the cases of innite degree of freedom are argued in terms of the algebra of hypernite parafermi oscillators, which is mathematically equivalent t o a h ypernite-dimensional representation of so(n).
I. INTRODUCTION
In the eld of mathematical foundations of quantum physics, especially of innite degree of freedom, it is often argued that we need any extensions of separable Hilbert space as the fundamental mathematical tools, such as the linear space of generalized functions.
In recent years, another alternative, nonstandard-analytical extension method, is developed by some authors 1;2;3;4 . The present paper adopts an approach in use of hypernite-dimensional linear spaces, constructed by nonstandard analysis 5;6 (see Appendix to nd the basic denitions). This approach also is closely related with that of nite-dimensional quantum physics 7;8;9;10 ; nonstandard extensions of nite-dimensional models in quantum physics turn out to be the powerful tools for the approach.
The purpose of the present paper is representing canonical commutation relasion (CCR) [Q; P] = i (let us take the natural unit h = 1), or equivalently, [ a; a y ] = 1 where a = ( Q + iP)= p 2, i n a h ypernite-dimensional linear space. Let be an innite hypernatural number, and Q and P internal hermitian matrices. Q and P act on the -dimensional internal linear space ? C as internal linear operators. No standard nite-dimensional matrices satisfy CCR. By the transfer principle in nonstandard analysis, the fact also holds for any i n ternal hypernite-dimensional matrices, so we h a v e [ Q; P] 6 = i. . We see that the condition never holds as follows. Suppose the condition holds. Then any eigenvalue of [Q; P] satises i. This contradicts Tr([Q; P]) = 0. Now, let us dene the still weaker notion of representation of CCR by limiting the domain of the operators Q and P. Denition 1.1: Let Q k ; P k be internal hermitian matrices (k = 1; 2; ::: < 1), and S be an external subspace of ? C which consists only of the vectors with nite norm, and is invariant respect to Q k ; P k (i.e., Q k S; P k S S Hereafter, we will use the following notations.
(1) ? is the mapping of nonstandard extension. 
IV. REPRESENTATIONS OF SO n
The hypernite-dimensional representation of CCR which has more general rotation covariance is constructed by hypernite-dimensional representation of so(n). This section reviews the method of spin representation in use of Cliord algebra. Let C(R n ) bethe R-vector space the base of which is the 2 n elements 1; e 1 ; :::; e n ; e 1 e 2 ; :::; e i e j (i < j ) ; :::; e n 1 e n ; :::; e i 1 e i k ( i 1 < < i k ) ; :::; e 1 e n Dene the product of these elements by (e i 1 e i k )(e j 1 e j l ) = e i 1 e i k e j 1 e j l and require the relation e 2 i = 1; (i = 1 ; :::; n); e i e j = e j e i (i 6 = j); (1)e i = e i (1) ( 2 R) Assume that 1 is the unit of the product, and that the product is associative. Now, C(R n ) i s 2 n -dimensional R-algebra. C(R n ) is called Cliord algebra.
Let us identify ( 1 ; :::; n ) 2 R n with P n k=1 k e k . Then we have S n 1 R n C(R n ) ( S n 1 is the unit sphere in R n ). The following fact is shown. also genarate a representation of so(n).
In the next section, we introduce a hypernite representation of so(n), using these mathematical tools.
V. HYPERFINITE PARAFERMI REPRE-SENTATION
In this section, we construct a hypernite-dimensional representation of the algebra of standard innite bose oscillators, that is, the algebra generated by 8 bose annihilation operators a 1 ; a 2 ; ::: satisfying [a j ; a y k ] = jk and [a j ; a k ] = 0 , with the condition that nonzero vector j0i that satises a k j0i = 0 is unique except the scalar multiples (the uniqueness of vacuum). This representation is constructed by using hypernite internal representations of the algebra of parafermi oscillators, which is mathematically equivalent to the hypernitedimensional spin representation of so(n). Green representation is essentially equivalent to the tensor product representation of Cliord algebra representation of so (2) . In fact, we easily verify that e 1 ; :::; e 2 dened by e 2k 1 = i(b y k + b k ); e 2 k = b y k b k form the generator of a Cliord algebra (i.e., e 2 i = 1 and e i e j = e j e i (i 6 = j) hold).
Thus, we can construct a 2 p -dimensional representation of Green components by using a spin representation of the Cliord algebra as follows. , and reviews some development in the eld of hypernitedimensional linear space theory. Let X beaset and P(X) the power set of X, that is, the set of all subsets of X. The superstructure over X, denoted by V (X), is dened by the following recursion: V 0 (X) = X;V n+1 (X) = V n ( X ) [ P ( V n ( X ));
Let us regard any element o f X as a nonset here; hence x 2 V (X) is a set i x 2 V (X) n X. Let C be the set of complex numbers. V (C) contains all the structures that we usually use in quantum physics, for instance, separable Hilbert space H. Transfer Principle needs more explanation. Although the exact description of it needs more denitions of some notions in mathematical logic, one can nd the intuitive meaning of it without them, in an example. A sentence in terms of V (C) is constructed from the symbols for logical connectives :;^; _; ); ,, quantiers 8; 9, individual variables x; y; z; :::, two predicates =; 2, parentheses (; ), and elements of V (C). We will consider an example. Let R denote the set of real numbers. Dene G < 2 V (C) by G < = f(x; y)j x; y 2 R; x < y g , where (x; y) i s identied as ffxg; y g .
( 8 x )(8y)(x 2 R^y 2 R^(x; y) 2 G < ) (9z)(z 2 R (x; z) 2 G <^( z;y)2G < )) is a sentence in terms of V (C) because R; G < 2 V ( C ). Let denote this sentence. means that R is dense, and hence is true. The \transfered" sentence ? is as follows: The nonstandard hullM 1 = n 1 ( M ) = 1 (0) of (M; p 1 ) turns out to be a C -algebra equipped with normp 1 dened bŷ p 1 (A + 1 (0)) = p 1 (A) for A 2 n 1 (M).
Hinokuma and Ozawa 14 showed that another quotient spaceM dened byM = n 1 ( M ) = ( 2 (0) \ n 1 (M)): i s a v on Neumann algebra of type II 1 factor.
